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Abstract. Assumption based SAT solving is an essential tool in many
applications of SAT solving, especially in incremental SAT solving. For
example, assumption based SAT solving is used when solving MaxSat,
when computing minimal unsatisﬁable subsets and minimal correction
sets, and in various inductive veriﬁcation applications. The MiniSat SAT
solver introduced a simple technique for extending a SAT solver to allow
it to handle assumptions by forcing the SAT solver to make the assumed
literals its initial decisions. This approach persists in almost all current
SAT solvers making it the most commonly used technique for handling
assumptions. In this paper we explain some deﬁciencies in this approach
that can hinder its eﬃciency, and provide a very simple modiﬁcation
that ﬁxes these deﬁciencies. We show that our modiﬁcation makes a
non-trivial diﬀerence in practice, e.g., allowing two tested state of the art
MaxSat solvers to solve 50+ new instances. This improvement is particularly useful since our modiﬁcation is extremely simple to implement. We
also examine the issue of repeated work when the solver backtracks over
the assumptions, e.g., on restarts or when a new unit clause is learnt,
and develop a new method for avoiding this repeated work that addresses
some deﬁciencies of prior approaches.

1

Introduction

A wide range of applications of SAT solving rely on assumption-based incremental SAT solving. This includes algorithms for bounded model checking, e.g.,
[10,11,14,16]; minimum unsatisﬁable set (MUSes) extraction, e.g., [6–8,20], computing minimal correction sets (MCSes), e.g., [5,6,22,27]; and solving maximum
satisﬁability (MaxSat), e.g., [2,3,13,21,23,26,28].
Assumption-based SAT involves requesting the SAT solver to ﬁnd a solution that also satisﬁes a speciﬁed set of assumptions, encoded as a conjunction
of literals. Assumptions are particularly useful in incremental SAT solving. In
incremental SAT solving the SAT solver is called on a sequence of formulas that
are closely related to each other. Each formula could be solved by invoking a new
instance of the SAT solver; but then information computed during one solving
episode (e.g., learnt clauses) cannot easily be exploited in subsequent solving
episodes. The idea of incremental SAT solving is to use only one instance of
the SAT solver for all of the formulas so that all information computed when
solving the previous formulas can be retained to make solving the next formula
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more eﬃcient. In this case, we can monotonically add clauses to the SAT solver
or use diﬀerent sets of assumptions to specify each new formula to be solved.
With assumptions, e.g., we can add or remove certain clauses by adding to those
clauses a new literal . When we assume ¬ these clauses become active (added
to the formula), and when we assume  these clauses become inactive (removed
from the formula).
The most common technique for supporting assumptions in SAT solvers was
originally proposed in [16] and implemented in the MiniSat solver [15]. This
technique involves forcing the SAT solver to make as its initial decisions the
assumed literals. This approach is still used in the most commonly available
SAT solvers handling assumptions, including MiniSat [15], Glucose [4], Lingeling
[9], and CryptoMiniSat [30]. However, as we will explain below, this approach
can suﬀer from unnecessary overhead when enforcing the assumptions. One of
the main contributions of this paper is an extremely simple and light-weight
technique for eliminating this overhead.
There has been previous work on improving assumption-based SAT solving
[4,19,24,25]. However, in contrast to the techniques presented in [19,24,25] the
techniques we present in this paper are much more light-weight. By this we mean
two things: (1) our techniques are much easier to implement, e.g., no major new
data-structures or algorithms are needed; and (2) our techniques yield good performance improvements on relatively easy instances that the SAT solver can
solve in two hundred seconds or less. In contrast the heavy-weight techniques
presented in [19,24,25] are more complex to implement and the empirical evidence presented in these papers indicate that they often slow the SAT solver
down on easier instances. These heavy-weight techniques do, however, often pay
oﬀ (sometimes dramatically) on harder instances on which the SAT solver needs
many hundreds or even thousands of seconds. So although our techniques continue to improve SAT solver performance on harder instances, the improvements
they yield on such instances are unlikely to be as great as these heavy-weight
techniques.
This is an important contrast as assumption-based SAT solving is applied in
a diverse set of application areas. In model-checking applications the instances
are often very large and very hard, and as shown in [25] on these types of
instances the heavy-weight techniques they describe can be very eﬀective. The
application area we are most interested in, however, is MaxSat solving. In that
domain some solvers, e.g., MaxHS use SAT solving to solve quite simple SAT
instances [12], and the key to performance is SAT solver throughput, i.e., solving
many instances quickly. Other MaxSat solvers like RC2 [18] solve harder SAT
instances than MaxHS, but most of these instances still take less than a few
hundred seconds. We demonstrate that our techniques speed up both MaxHS
and RC2, enabling both state of the art solvers to solve more instances. Our
techniques also speed up the MUS extraction Muser tool [8].
In particular, we present two light-weight techniques for speeding up
assumption-based SAT solving. Our ﬁrst technique is to enqueue all of the
assumptions at once in one decision level rather than the standard technique of
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sequentially making each assumption a decision and performing unit-propagation
after each decision. We show that the standard technique can suﬀer from unnecessary overhead that enqueueing all at once eliminates. We also provide an
extensive empirical veriﬁcation of the eﬀectiveness of this simple idea. Our second technique is to develop a way of enhancing trail-savings in the presence
of assumptions during the same SAT solve and between diﬀerent SAT solves.
Although our techniques are not technically sophisticated they have a signiﬁcant advantage in that they are very cost eﬀective: they are easy to implement
and provide a non-trivial performance improvement.
In the rest of the paper we will ﬁrst give some necessary background. Then we
motivate our ﬁrst technique by demonstrating that the standard way of dealing
with assumptions can incur overheads that are easily ﬁxed by our approach. We
then describe prior work on trail savings as applied to assumption based SAT
solving, and show how a simple method can provide savings both on restarts
and when unit clauses are learnt. We also show how trail savings can be realized
between two SAT solves using diﬀerent sets of assumptions. Finally, we present
empirical results that demonstrate that our techniques provide non-trivial performance improvements.

2

Background

When given an input CNF formula F , a SAT solver can produce either a satisfying truth assignment, or conclude that F is unsatisﬁable. Assumption-based SAT
solving extends the capacity of the SAT solver by asking it to solve F subject
to a set of assumptions A which must be a set of literals. Now the SAT solver
must either ﬁnd a truth assignment satisfying F ∧ A (i.e., a truth assignment
satisfying F that also makes all of the literals in A true), or it must conclude
that F ∧ A is unsatisﬁable. Furthermore, and most critical in many applications,
when F ∧ A is unsatisﬁable the SAT solver must return a clause C such that
(1) C contains only negated literals of A, i.e., A |= ¬C and (2) F |= C. Putting
(1) and (2) together we obtain F |= ¬A. We call any clause C that satisﬁes (1)
and (2) a conﬂict clause for A. For any such clause C every model of F must
falsify at least one of the literals of A whose negation is contained in C.
It should be noted that the conﬂict clause C returned by the SAT solver
need not be minimal. That is, there could be another clause C  ⊆ C satisfying
the above two conditions, but the SAT solver did not compute it. In many
applications the size of the returned conﬂict is important for performance: the
shorter the returned conﬂict clause is the more eﬀective it tends to be for the
application.
We assume the reader is familiar with conﬂict-driven clause learning (CDCL)
SAT solvers [29] and the concepts of unit-propagation and conﬂict analysis.
Some familiarity with the MiniSat or Glucose code base [4,15] might also be
helpful. Modern SAT solvers use a two-watch-literal scheme to eﬀect eﬃcient
unit-propagation. Treating a clause C as an indexed array of literals, the MiniSat
scheme is to delegate the ﬁrst two literals in the clause, C[0] and C[1], as the
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watch literals. Associated with every literal  is a list of all clauses that  is
currently a watcher for, watchlist(). Hence, for clause C, C[0] =  or C[1] = 
if and only if C ∈ watchlist().
CDCL SAT solvers utilize a trail containing the current path of the search
tree being explored. This path consists of the set of literals currently assigned
true. Let val () denote the assigned truth value (true or false) of literal . Hence
the trail contains a sequence of literals 1 , . . . , k such that val (i ) = true for
1 ≤ i ≤ k. The literals on the trail are divided up into decision levels starting
at zero. Decision level zero contains literals implied by the input formula F .
Subsequent decision levels are started by ﬁnding a new unvalued literal d that
the SAT solver decides to make true (a decision literal). The trail’s decision level
is then incremented and that literal is then enqueued; i.e., it is assigned the
value true and it is added to the end of the trail. Whenever a literal is enqueued
its decision level is the trail’s current decision level so the decision literal d starts
a new decision level in the trail.
The SAT solver keeps a unit-prop pointer to the last literal on the trail that
has been unit propagated. The literals on the trail between the unit-prop pointer
and the end of the trail have not yet been unit propagated. So whenever new literals are added to the trail, the suﬃx of un-propagated literals grows. Before the
next decision is made the SAT solver unit propagates every un-propagated literal
on the trail moving the unit-prop pointer forward. This process might enqueue
new literals, but it eventually terminates (by ﬁnding a conﬂict, or by running
out of literals to unit propagate). After all literals have been unit-propagated
the SAT solver starts a new decision level. Hence, all literals enqueued by unit
propagation are at the same level as the most recent decision. If a conﬂict (a
clause falsiﬁed by the trail) is found, unit propagation is terminated and the
solver backtracks after learning a new clause. If all variables have been valued
the SAT solver terminates returning “satisﬁable”.
The process of unit propagating a literal  involves examining all clauses in
watchlist(¬) to determine if any of them have become falsiﬁed or unit (i.e., all
but one literal in the clause has been falsiﬁed). A clause cannot become unit
unless one of its watches has become false, hence it is suﬃcient to check only
the clauses in watchlist(¬) when  is made true. If the clause C ∈ watchlist(¬)
has become falsiﬁed, then unit propagation can stop and clause learning and
backtracking can occur. If C has become unit with sole remaining unfalsiﬁed
literal x, then x can be enqueued if it is not already on the trail. Determining
if C has become falsiﬁed or unit requires examining the non-watch literals in C
(i.e., from C[2] onwards) until a non-false non-watch literal x is found. In the
worst case this requires examining all literals in C (except for C[0] and C[1]).
If such a literal x is found, it replaces  as one of C’s watches. That is, x and
 are swapped with each other in C, and C is removed from watchlist(¬) and
placed on watchlist(¬x). If no such x exists, then if C’s other watch is unvalued
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it is the sole remaining non-false literal in C and it can be enqueued, else if C’s
other watch is already false C has become falsiﬁed.1

3

Equeueing All Assumptions at once

3.1

Standard Approach

Let the input formula be F and the assumptions A = {a1 , . . . , ak }. The standard
technique of supporting assumptions [16] used in most modern SAT solvers is to
require that the SAT solver choose ai as the decision literal whenever it starts
decision level i for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. If ai is already true the SAT solver increments the
decision level and continues to the i+1-th decision, i.e., an empty decision level
is added to the trail. If ai is already false, then it is the case that the previous
i−1 assumption decisions were suﬃcient to imply ¬ai . So C = (¬a1 , . . . , ¬ai ) is
already a clause such that F |= (¬a1 , . . . , ¬ai ) and A |= ¬C. That is, C is conﬂict
clause for A. However, by conﬂict analysis (described in more detail below) a
shorter conﬂict than C can typically be computed. Otherwise ai is still unvalued,
and it is enqueued as a new decision. After all assumptions are enqueued the
SAT solver is free to make decisions according to its normal heuristics.
Since A always becomes a preﬁx of the trail, if a satisfying model is found
that model must satisfy F ∧ A. Otherwise eventually a conﬂict will be found
that forces ¬aj for some j at some level i where i < j. In that case the SAT
solver will backtrack to level i and add ¬aj as a new unit implicant. Then when
the SAT solver descends again to level j it will ﬁnd that aj is already false and
will invoke conﬂict analysis to compute and return a conﬂict clause over A. Note
that irrespective of the satisﬁability status of F ∧ A, the SAT solver during its
search might learn any number of new clauses that cause new unit-implicants to
be added into the assumption levels (levels i ≤ k). Each such new implicant at
level i will cause the SAT solver to undo the decisions ai+1 , . . . , ak , after which
it will have to make those decisions again as it re-descends the search tree.
This backtracking into the various assumption levels to add new implied literals and then having to redo the remaining assumption decisions is the ﬁrst
ineﬃciency of the standard technique. In some applications, particularly in
MaxSat solving, there can often be thousands of assumptions, so this ineﬃciency can have a signiﬁcant impact. The following example shows that this
ineﬃciency can potentially induce an overhead that is quadratic in the number
of assumptions.
Example 1. Let the assumptions A = {a1 , . . . , an } be processed by the SAT
solver in this order, and the input formula F consist of three sets of clauses:
(1) {(¬a1 , zi1 , zi2 )|i = 1 . . . n}, (2) {(¬yi , ¬zi1 )|i = 1 . . . n}, and (3) {(zi1 , ¬zi2 )|i =
1 . . . n}. Furthermore, assume that after setting the assumptions the SAT solver’s
1

Quick checks to determine if C is already satisﬁed can be made ﬁrst by checking
data in the watch data structure (the blocking literal) and checking if the clause’s
other watch is true.
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branching heuristic selects variables y1 , . . . , yn in that order before any of the
variables z11 , z12 , . . . , zn1 , zn2 , and follows a default phase of ﬁrst setting each literal
to true.
On its ﬁrst descent the SAT solver will assume a1 , . . . , an in the ﬁrst n
decision levels. None of these decisions cause any unit propagations. Then it will
select y1 as its n+1-th decision. The literal ¬z11 will be implied by unit propagation from the clause (¬y1 , ¬z11 ) in set (2). Then the literal ¬z12 will be implied
from the clause (z11 , ¬z12 ) in set (3). This will falsify the clause (¬a1 , z11 , z12 ) in
set (1). The 1-UIP clause (¬a1 , z11 ) will be generated from resolving the conﬂict
(¬a1 , z11 , z12 ) against the reason clause (z11 , ¬z12 ) for ¬z12 . This will cause the SAT
solver to backtrack to level 1, where both z11 and ¬y1 will be unit implied.
After this the SAT solver will repeat setting a2 , . . . , an as assumptions, and
at decision level n+1 will select y2 as the decision literal. Applying the same reasoning as before, except with the clauses (¬y2 , ¬z21 ), (z21 , ¬z12 ), and (¬a1 , z21 , z22 ),
we see that again the SAT solver will backtrack to level 1 where it will add the
unit implicants z21 and ¬y2 . This would continue to happen n times, giving rise to
the SAT solver making the assumption decisions O(n2 ) times before concluding
that all clauses of F are satisﬁed.

The second ineﬃciency of the standard technique arises from the observation by Gent [17] that the unit propagation scheme used in most modern CDCL
solvers can visit the literals of the same clause O(n2 ) times, where n is the
length of the clause, when descending a single branch. This second ineﬃciency
arises from having to move a clause from one watch list to another O(n) times
and each time having to scan O(n) literals in the clause.
Example 2. Let the assumptions A = {a1 , . . . , an } be processed by the SAT
solver in this order. Consider the length n clause C = (x, ¬a1 , ¬a2 , . . . , ¬an−1 ).
The two watch literals are x (at C[0]) and a1 (at C[1]). The assumption a1 is
enqueued ﬁrst by the SAT solver, and when unit propagated C ∈ watchlist(¬a1 )
will be checked from C[2] onwards for a new non-false non-watch literal. This
search will ﬁnd ¬a2 at position C[2] and make it a new watch by swapping ¬a1
(at C[1]) and ¬a2 (at C[2]) and placing C in watchlist(¬a2 ). The assumption a2
will be enqueued next, and C ∈ watchlist(¬a2 ) will be searched again, this time
from C[2] to C[3], before a new watch, ¬a3 is found at C[3]. Literals ¬a2 (at
C[1]) and ¬a3 (at C[3]) will be swapped and C placed in watchlist(¬a3 ). When
the i-th assumpution ai is made, C will be on watchlist(¬ai ), and positions C[2]
to C[i+1] will be searched until ﬁnding ¬ai+1 as a new watch at position C[i+1].
Literals ¬ai (at C[1]) and ¬ai+1 (at C[i + 1]) will be swapped and C placed in
watchlist(¬ai+1 ). In total, in making the ﬁrst n assumptions the SAT solver will
have to visit O(n2 ) literals in C to ﬁnally conclude that x is unit implied by the

assumptions.2 Figure 1 illustrates this process.
2

This description follows the MiniSat and Glucose schemes for watch literals, but
this particular type of implementation is not necessary. Scanning O(n2 ) literals in
the clause down a single branch occurs with any implementation that stores no
information about the previous scan [17].
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Fig. 1. The propagate routine searching for a new watcher for clause C of Example 2
when each assumptions is made at a separate decision level and unit propagated before
moving to the next assumption. The ﬁrst two literals are the current watched literals
and the line shows the span of literals traversed in searching for a replacement watcher.
Truth values are above each literal; “F” represents false, “T” represents true, and “U”
represents unassigned.

3.2

New Approach

The technique we propose for ﬁxing both of these ineﬃciencies is very simple.
After all literals at level zero have been unit propagated, the SAT solver increments the decision level and enqueues all assumptions at decision level 1, after
which it performs unit propagation. So all assumptions are placed on the trail at
the top of level 1, and unit propagation is performed only after all assumption
literals are on the trail and have been assigned the value true.
If when processing the assumptions the SAT solver ﬁnds one ai that is already
true, then ai must have been made true at level 0 since unit propagation has
not yet been run at level 1. That is, ai is already on the trail in level 0 and we
do not need to enqueue it again so we can skip it. Similarly if ai is already false
then ¬ai must have been made true at level 0, so F |= (¬ai ) and the SAT solver
can return the conﬂict clause (¬ai ).
Enqueueing all assumptions at level 1 also necessitates a change to the SAT
solver’s analyzeFinal routine which is called in the standard technique to compute a conﬂict clause when an assumption ai is about to be enqueued as the i-th
decision and is discovered to be false. We will describe those changes below, but
ﬁrst we explain how our technique ﬁxes the two ineﬃciencies identiﬁed above.
With our technique all assumptions are at level 1, so if a new unit implicant
of the assumptions is found during search, that clause will cause a backtrack
to level 1. None of the assignments in level 1 will be undone, instead the new
unit will be added to the bottom of level 1 and search will continue after unit
propagation is run on the new unit. This resolves the ﬁrst ineﬃciency.
Example 3 (Example 1 continued). With the same set of assumptions A and
input formula F as Example 1 our technique would operate as follows. First all
assumption literals a1 , . . . an would be enqueued at level 1 (in this example F
has no initial unit clauses so level 0 will be empty). As before unit propagation
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will not ﬁnd any implied units. Then the SAT solver will increment the decision
level to 2 and select y1 as the next decision. Unit propagation operates in the
same way as in Example 1, and the learnt 1-UIP clause will again be (¬a1 , z11 ).
This will cause the SAT solver to backtrack to level 1, where it will add z11 and
¬y1 at the bottom of level 1 without disturbing any of the assumption literals
on the trail. The SAT solver will then make a new decision, y2 and in the same
way a backtrack to level 1 will be generated where the new units z21 and ¬y2 will
be added at the bottom of level 1 with out disturbing the previously added units
z11 and ¬y1 . This will continue n times until all yi are set and all clauses are
satisﬁed. So this process will require making only n instead of O(n2 ) assumption
decisions.

Our technique also addresses the second ineﬃciency. In particular, since all
assumption literals are valued before unit propagation starts, no clause will ever
be moved to the watch list of a negated assumption literal as all of these literals
are already false.

Fig. 2. The propagate routine searching for a new watcher when all assumptions are
enqueued before unit propagation on the clause from Example 2. Line shows span of
literals traversed in searching for a replacement watch.

Example 4 (Example 2 continued). With the same set of assumptions A and
clause C = (x, ¬a1 , ¬a2 , . . . , ¬an−1 ) as Example 2 our technique would operate
as shown in Fig. 2. Since all of the assumption literals in the clause have already
been made false, unit propagation will visit the literals from C[2] to C[n−1]
only once concluding that x is unit implied by the assumptions. That is, with
our technique only O(n) literals of C will be examined instead of O(n2 ) with
the standard technique.

3.3

Implementation

Our new approach of enqueueing all assumptions at once is very simple to implement, and we illustrate this in the framework of the MiniSat code base. It should
be equally easy to implement our approach in non-MiniSat based SAT solvers.
Two routines need to be altered: (1) the main search() routine that makes new
decisions, invokes unit propagation, and performs clause learning when a conﬂict
is detected; and (2) the analyzeFinal() routine that computes the ﬁnal conﬂict
clause. The needed changes to the search() routine are shown in Algorithm 1.
If a conﬂict occurs at decision level 1 (where the assumptions are enqueued) we
must convert it into a conﬂict for the assumptions (line 6); and if we are making
a decision at level 0 we enqueue all assumptions at level 1 (lines 19–26).
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Algorithm 1. Code changes for a MiniSat based SAT Solver to implement
enqueueing all assumptions at once. Line 6 is added and lines 11–17 are
replaced with lines 19–17.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

search ()
while true do
conﬂ = unitPropagate()
if confl then
if decisionLevel() ≡ 0 then return false;
if decisionLevel() ≡ 1 then
/* ADD THIS LINE*/
analyzeFinal(conﬂ, conﬂict); return false;
analyze conﬂict and backtrack
else
/* No conﬂict */
begin /* REMOVE THIS BLOCK /*
while assumptions remain do
ai = nextAssumption();
if value(ai ) ≡ false then analyzeFinal(¬ai , conﬂict);
else if value(ai ) ≡ true then newDecisionLevel();
else nextDecision = ai ; break;
if nextDecision ≡ NIL then nextDecision = heuristic();
newDecisionLevel(); enqueue(nextDecision);
begin /* ADD THIS BLOCK */
if decisionLevel() == 0 then
newDecisonLevel()
forall the Assumptions ai do
if value(ai ) ≡ false then conﬂict = {ai }; return false;
if value(ai ) ≡ true then enqueue(ai );
else
nextDecision = heuristic()
newDecisionLevel(); enqueue(nextDecision)

The routine analyzeFinal() also changes. In the standard approach it is
passed an assumption literal that has been falsiﬁed by a prior set of assumption
decisions (line 13), whereas in the new approach it is passed the conﬂict clause
found at level 1 by unit propagation (line 6). In both cases the routine must
return the computed conﬂict in the passed conﬂict vector.
The standard MiniSat implementation starts with C equal to ¬ai ’s reason
clause (i.e., the clause that became unit implying ¬ai ). Then while there exists
a literal  in C not equal to ¬ai and such that ¬ has been unit implied by
reason clause reason(¬) we replace C by the resolution of C and reason(¬).
The end result is a conﬂict clause that contains ¬ai and the negation of decision
literals. Since, ¬ai was implied at a level where all decisions are assumptions,
the computed clause contains only negated assumption literals as required.
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The new implementation is very similar. It starts with C equal to the passed
conﬂict. Then while there exists a literal  in C such that ¬ has been unit
implied by reason clause reason(¬) we replace C by the resolution of C and
reason(¬). Since the conﬂict occurs at level 1 only the assumption literals have
no reason clause, so this process removes all non-assumption literals from C and
the ﬁnal result contains only negated assumption literals as required.
It should be noted however that these two diﬀerent approaches can produce
diﬀerent conﬂict clauses even if the initial conﬂict and trail are similar. In some
cases the standard approach might produce a shorter clause and in other cases
our new approach might produce a shorter clause.
Example 5. The following table illustrates a case where the standard technique
will learn a shorter conﬂict clause.
Standard
Level Lit

Enqueue All
Reason

Level Lit Reason

1

a1

nil

1

a1

nil

1

a2

(a2 , ¬a1 )

1

a2

nil

1

a3

(a3 , ¬a1 )

1

a3

nil

1

¬a4 (¬a4 , ¬a3 , ¬a2 , ¬a1 ) 1

a4

nil

2
3
4

empty level
empty level
Conﬂict at level 4: ¬a4

Conﬂict at level 1: (¬a4 , ¬a3 , ¬a2 , ¬a1 )

The table shows the trail when a conﬂict is found. The left three columns show
the trail for the standard approach, and the right three show the trail for our
proposed approach of enqueueing all assumptions at level 1. The table indicates
the decision level, the literal on the trail and the reason clause. Literals with
non-nil reasons are implied literals.
The standard approach detects a conﬂict at level 4 when it tries to make
a4 true as the next decision and ﬁnds that a4 is already false. The conﬂict it
learns starts with the reason clause for ¬a4 , (¬a4 , ¬a3 , ¬a2 , ¬a1 ), and proceeds
to resolve away all implied literals from this clause except for ¬a4 . This involves
resolving away a3 and a2 to obtain the conﬂict (¬a4 , ¬a1 ).
Our new technique, on the other hand, will enqueue all assumptions at level
1, and then discover that the clause (¬a4 , ¬a3 , ¬a2 , ¬a1 ) is falsiﬁed. In the new
technique none of these literals are implied so no resolution steps are performed.
Hence it will return this longer clause as the conﬂict.
On the other hand, the following table illustrates a case where the standard
technique learns a longer conﬂict clause.
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Level Lit

Enqueue All
Reason

Level Lit Reason

1

a1

nil

1

a1

nil

2

a2

nil

1

a2

nil

3

a3

nil

1

a3

nil

3

a4

(a4 , ¬a3 , ¬a2 , ¬a1 ) 1

a4

nil

3

¬a5 (¬a5 , ¬a4 )

1

a5

nil

4
5

empty level
Conﬂict at level 5: ¬a5

Conﬂict at level 1: (¬a5 , ¬a4 )

The standard technique discovers a conﬂict at level 5 when it ﬁnds that a5 is
already falsiﬁed. Starting with the reason clause (¬a5 , ¬a4 ), it will resolve away
the implied literal ¬a4 to obtain the conﬂict clause (¬a5 , ¬a3 , ¬a2 , ¬a1 ).
Our new technique, on the other hand, will return the shorter clause
(¬a5 , ¬a4 ) as the conﬂict, as again none of these literals are implied so no resolution steps will be performed.

As we will demonstrate later, although our technique could return longer conﬂicts in the same context, it generally returns shorter ones than the standard
technique.
3.4

Previous Work

Gent [17] proposed an alternate method for eliminating the second ineﬃciency
where a clause moves from the watch list of one assumption to another many
times and each time has many of its literals scanned. In particular, he proposed
keeping track of, for each clause, the location where the previous search for a
non-falsiﬁed literal stopped. Then when a new search is made, the search starts
at this previous location and if necessary wraps around. Gent showed that this
reduces the worst case number of literals that could be visited in a single clause
along a single branch to 2n down from O(n2 ) (n is the clause length). Unlike
our approach Gent’s method is more intrusive, requiring a change to the clause
data structure (to track the location the previous search stopped). However, it
accounts for non-assumption literals as well as assumption literals. Nevertheless,
Gent also showed that his technique did not yield any signiﬁcant gains in SAT
solver performance on the instances he experimented with, whereas our technique
does yield performance gains, perhaps because it ﬁxes both ineﬃciencies.
Audemard et al. [4] proposed four lightweight techniques for improving
assumption-based SAT solving in Glucose. First, they ignored the assumption
literals when computing the LBD score of a learnt clause. Our method comes
close to achieving the same improvement: with it all assumption literals are at
the same level, so they contribute only 1 (instead of 0) to the LBD score. Second, they store all of the assumption literals at the end of each learnt clause
so as to avoid having to scan these literals on LBD score updates. Third, they
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check only the two watch literals of a clause to see if it is satisﬁed to avoid
scanning the entire clause.3 Our technique does not achieve the second nor the
third improvement.
Fourth, during unit propagation when scanning a clause for a new non-false
watcher, they continue searching until they ﬁnd a non-false non-assumption literal. If none exist they use the last non-false literal found (even if it is an assumption literal). This technique addresses some of the second ineﬃciency, but not
all of it. In particular, if in Example 2 the assumptions A are set in the order
a1 , an−1 , an−2 , . . . , a2 then the clause (x, ¬a1 , ¬a2 , . . . , ¬an−1 ) will still have
its literals scanned O(n2 ) times when each assumption is a separate decision.
For example, when a1 is made true, all of the literals ¬a2 , . . . , ¬an−1 will be
scanned, skipping over non-false assumption literals, until ﬁnally returning the
last non-false assumption literal ¬an−1 as the new watcher.
It can also be noted that none of the techniques of [4,17] address the ﬁrst
ineﬃciency.

4

Trail Savings

When a restart returns the SAT solver to level zero, the solver can often proceed
to reproduce the same initial sequence of decisions that were on the trail before
the restart. Redoing these decisions is redundant work and methods for saving
this work by making the SAT solver backtrack only to the point where the restart
causes a divergence in the decisions made have been developed [31]. Similarly,
[4] proposes only backtracking to the bottom of the assumption levels on restart,
as all of the assumption decisions will be redone by the solver.
However, these techniques do not help when the SAT solver learns a new
unit clause. Unit clauses are added to level 0 so the solver must backtrack across
the assumptions to insert the new unit into the trail. After this it must redo the
assumptions. Our trail savings method is based on the observation that after a
new unit is added to level 0, the set of literals forced to be true at level 0 and 1
can only either (a) be contradictory or (b) be a superset of the previous set of
literals forced at level 0 and 1.
In particular, let L0 and L1 be the literals at level 0 and level 1 before a
new unit clause () is found. The new unit clause will cause a backtrack to the
end of level 0 where  will be added and unit propagated. Let L0 be the new
literals at level 0 after this process. If no conﬂict is found we have that Lo ⊂ L0 .
Let L1 be the new level 1 generated by enqueueing all the assumptions not
already in L0 and then performing unit propagation. If L1 does not generate
a contradiction, we must have that L1 ⊆ Lo ∪ L1 . If x ∈ L1 is an assumption
then x ∈ L0 ∪ L1 as L1 starts with all assumptions not already at level 0.
Considering the unit implicants x ∈ L1 in the order they appeared in the trail,
we can conclude inductively that for every other literal l in x’s reason clause we
3

It is not clear if this third technique is an improvement outside of the context of
MUS extraction.
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have that ¬l ∈ L0 ∪ L1 . Hence, x must also be a unit implicant at level 1 or 0.
Therefore, L1 ⊂ Lo ∪ L1 .
Our new technique based on this observation is as follows. When a new unit
is learnt we save a copy of the level 1 trail (all literals and clause reasons). Then
we backtrack the trail to the end of level 0, add the new unit, and perform unit
propagation. If no contradiction is found we then enqueue each literal from our
copy of the level 1 preserving the order these literals previously appeared on the
trail (so assumptions are enqueued ﬁrst). If any of these literals is already true,
we skip enqueueing it. If any of these literals is already false, we can compute
a conﬂict for the assumptions. If the falsiﬁed literal is an assumption ¬ai then
the conﬂict is (¬ai ), otherwise the conﬂict is computed by passing the stored
reason clause associated with the falsiﬁed literal (this reason clause has become
falsiﬁed at level 1) to analyzeFinal to compute the conﬂict. After all saved
literals have been added to level 1, we invoke unit propagation from the top of
level 1. Note that although we can restore the literals from level 1 we still have to
unit propagate them once again. However, this unit propagation process is sped
up by the fact that many literals have already been made true at level 1. Hence,
the second ineﬃciency of moving a clause from one watch literal to another will
occur less frequently.
We can further extend trail savings to provide a head start for the SAT solver
when it is called again with a diﬀerent set of assumptions. Note that level 0 is
always preserved between calls to the SAT solver as this level does not depend
on the assumptions. Our extension is to also try to preserve as much of level 1
as is possible between SAT calls. The method is to save all of the literals implied
at level 1, and their reason clauses, at the time the SAT solver exits. Then when
the SAT solver is called again with a new set of assumptions, we enqueue all of
these assumptions at level 1 as normal. After the new assumptions are enqueued,
and before they are unit propagated, we check all of the saved literals previously
implied at level 1, in the order they were previously on the trail. If their reasons
are still unit clauses under the new trail, we enqueue them on the trail with the
same reason clause.4 Note that by examining these implied literals in trail order
we can detect preserved implied literals that rely on previously preserved implied
literals. For example, say x and y were at level 1 at the end of the previous SAT
solve with y appearing after x, and with reason clauses (x, ¬a1) and (y, ¬x).
Then if the new SAT call includes the previous assumption a1 our technique will
detect that x is still unit implied with the same reason clause, and x will be
added to the trail. Then y will also be detected to still be unit because x has
already been added to the trail.

4

We save a reference to the reason clause, so before checking to see if the reason is still
unit we must ensure that the references haven’t been changed by garbage collection,
and that the implied literal is still at position zero in the reason clause (this is a
MiniSat invariant for reason clauses).
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Experiments and Results

We implemented our techniques in the MiniSat 2.2 and Glucose 3.0 SAT solvers.
In Glucose 3.0 we also preserved the already implemented incremental techniques
of [4]. We then used these modiﬁed SAT solvers in the MaxHS [12] and RC2 [18]
MaxSat solvers, both of which are state-of-the-art MaxSat solvers. MaxHS uses
MiniSat while RC2 uses Glucose.
We then ran these solvers using both the modiﬁed and original SAT solvers
on 7439 benchmark instances (4627 unweighted and 2812 weighted) collected
from the 2008 to 2018 MaxSat Evaluations [1]. This benchmark set includes all
non-random instances used and submitted to these evaluations, excluding 825
“abrame-habet” random maxcut instances that were categorized as “crafted”
instances (none of these are solvable by either MaxHS nor RC2). We also removed
duplicate instances that had diﬀerent names but were the same except for comment lines. The experiments were run on 2.4 GHz Intel cores with 30 min CPU
time and 5.24 GB memory limits.

original
enqueue assumptions as set
enqueue assumptions as set +
save literals after learnt units
enqueue assumptions as set +
save literals after learnt units +
save literals from last invocation

Total
Unweighted
Weighted
MaxHS +/- RC2 +/- MaxHS RC2 MaxHS RC2
6052
0/0 6030 0/0
3940 3993 2112 2037
6131 114/35 6081 99/48 3995 4032 2136 2049
6136 120/36 6079 95/46 3991 4030 2145 2049
6138 115/29 6080 92/42

3989

4030

2149

2050

Fig. 3. Number of MaxSat instances solved by MaxHS and RC2 using diﬀerent extensions of the underlying SAT solver. The +/− column shows the number of instances
gained/lost vs the original.

Figure 3 shows that our ﬁrst technique of enqueueing all assumptions at once
is surprisingly eﬀective yielding 79 newly solved instances for MaxHS and 51
newly solved instances for RC2. It should be noted that both of these solvers are
state-of-the-art and techniques that allow them to solve this many new instances
are not easy to ﬁnd. Trail savings within the same SAT solver call is a less successful improvement. It gains 5 more problems for MaxHS but loses 2 problems
for RC2. Trail savings across diﬀerent SAT solver calls, is even less impactful.
Hence, in terms of number of instances solved trail savings do not seem to be
either positively or negatively signiﬁcant, and the remaining experiments use
only the enqueueing technique.
Figure 4 shows a cactus plot of the two solvers with and without enqueueing.
The plot shows that enqueueing provides a general speedup for both solvers with
more instances generally being solved at every time bound in the plot. Note the
ﬁrst 5000 instances were solved by both solvers in ≤50 s per instance, so we
truncated that part of the plot to show more detail on the harder instances.
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5,200

5,300

5,400
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5,600

5,700

5,800

5,900

6,000

6,100

Instances Solved

Fig. 4. Cactus plot comparing total instances solved within a given time bound for
MaxHS and RC2 with and without our assumption enqueueing techniques. The ﬁrst
5000 instances were solved in less than 50 s each, so that part of the plot is truncated.

The run times shown in Fig. 4 are aﬀected both by the speed of the SAT
solver and by the sequence of conﬂicts returned by the diﬀerent SAT solvers.
That is, the SAT calls the MaxSat solver performs diverges as the instance is
solved. Hence, to get a more precise picture of the SAT solver speedup and the
quality of conﬂicts obtained by our technique, we changed RC2 so that it always
invokes both the original Glucose solver and then the modiﬁed Glucose solver
with enqueueing. However, RC2 always uses the conﬂict returned by the original
Glucose solver in its further processing. In this way, each version of the SAT
solver is solving an identical sequence of SAT calls during the processing of each
MaxSat instance. We ran this modiﬁed version of RC2 on the same suite of 7439
MaxSat instances, giving it 3600 s per instance to account for the doubled up
SAT solving. From this setup we obtained a sequence of matched pairs of SAT
solver calls where the standard and equeueing versions of the SAT solver are
both invoked to solve the same formula subject to the same set of assumptions
and with the same history of previous calls.
We measured the CPU time each SAT solver call took in each matched pair,
discarding those pairs where both solvers took less than 0.1 s. In particular,
we did not compare the CPU times of SAT solver calls that were so fast that
they were likely to be too noisy. This yielded 22,810 matched pairs of SAT
solver calls. There is quite a bit of variance in the runtimes, so a scatter plot
of these points was not very informative. Instead for each pair we computed
Original Glucose CPU
log2 ( Enqueueing
Glucose CPU ). This number is positive when original Glucose is
slower and symmetric but negative when original Glucose is faster. Hence, the
absolute value of the negative numbers represent instances that had that log2
speedup ratio, while the positive numbers represent instances that had that
log2 slowdown ratio. Figure 5 left shows a side-by-side histogram of the number
of instances that had similar amounts of log2 speedup and slowdown ratio. The
Figure shows that although there is considerable variance among the instances—
some were sped up while others were slowed down—there is a general trend that
for all bands of speedup/slowdown factors more instances had a speedup of that
factor than had a slowdown of that factor.
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400
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5
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Fig. 5. Left: Comparison of number of instances that had corresponding log2 speedups
or slowdowns. Right: Individual core size (right) log2 comparison.

Our setup also yielded 949,003 matched pairs of conﬂicts for each solver. In
each matched pair one conﬂict was produced by original Glucose and the other
one by enqueueing Glucose, both from solving the identical SAT problem under
an identical history of previous calls. As with the run times, we show in Fig. 5 a
Size of conflict from Original Glucose
side-by-side histogram of the log2 ( Size
of conflict from enqueueing Glucose ) growth and
shrinkage ratios: shrinkage indicates that enqueueing Glucose produces a shorter
conﬂict, while growth indicates that it produces a longer conﬂict. As with the
run times there is a considerable variance in core sizes among these identical SAT
calls—on some calls enqueueing Glucose produced larger conﬂicts, and on others
it produced smaller conﬂicts. Nevertheless, the general trend is that for any band
of growth/shrinkage ratio, more conﬂicts produced by enqueueing Glucose had
that amount of shrinkage than that amount of growth. The only divergence from
this trend was that there were more cores grown by a log2 factor between 0.1 to
0.3 (the band centered at 0.2) than shrunk by this factor. Most notably, however,
almost 10 times as many cores were more than a factor of 4 smaller than were
more than a factor of 4 larger.
This experiment shows that the overall better performance of enqueueing
Glucose in RC2 is likely a product of both faster SAT calls and smaller conﬂicts.
Together these two eﬀects tend to make RC2 more eﬀective. Although we do
not have similar data for MiniSat used in MaxHS, we expect that similar results
hold since MaxHS is also more eﬀective with enqueueing.
Although we do not have space to show the data, we also experimented with
MUS extraction in the Muser tool [8], and showed that our techniques speed
up Muser and allowed it to produce smaller MUSes. In the benchmark suite we
used for Muser we were not able, however, to solve any additional instances.
The heavier-weight techniques of [19] (involving introducing new abbreviation
literals) were able solve additional instances mainly by reducing Muser’s mem-
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ory footprint. Similarly, although the data presented above about number of
instances solved does not convincingly demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of our proposed trail saving techniques, ﬁner grained data does indicate that these ideas
do tend to yield run time speedups.

6

Conclusion

We have introduced some simple ideas for improving the eﬃciency of assumptionbased SAT solving. Or experiments show that the easiest of these to implement,
enqueueing all assumptions at level 1, is quite eﬀective in improving MaxSat
solvers. For future work, Example 5 indicates that ﬁnding a way to combine
clause minimization with our enqueueing technique might yield shorter conﬂicts.
Furthermore, ﬁnding ways of exploiting our trail savings technique at levels
besides level 1 might make this idea more useful.
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